Report conducted by: Rakhit Petroleum Consulting Ltd.

The objective of Phase I was to evaluate the reservoir continuity in the Wabiskaw-Upper McMurray section above the bitumen saturated Middle McMurray, based on mapping of geologic correlations of fluid contacts determined from well logs. The objective of Phase II was to re-evaluate the apparent geologic continuity within the Wabiskaw-Upper McMurray section by determining the original pressure regime and the pressure depletion trends in order to determine the effective reservoir continuity and extent of lateral pressure communication across the study area.

Deliverables Include:

- 2 Gas Isopach Maps
- 1 Fluid Isopach Maps
- Shale Barrier Isopach Map
- Pressure Distribution and Pool Outline Map
- Summary Map
- 2 Type Wells
- 7 Structural Cross-Sections
- Report with conclusions observations
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For more information contact Cheryl Wright at (403) 269-3644, ideas@canadiandiscovery.com